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Abstract:  Web usage mining, a classification of Web mining, is the application of data mining 

techniques to discover usage patterns from click stream and associated data stored in one or more 

Web servers. But web log data is usually diverse and voluminous.  However, the data stored in 

the log files do not present an accurate picture of the users‟ accesses to the Web site. Hence, 

preprocessing of the Web log data is an essential and pre-requisite phase before it can be used for 

knowledge-discovery or mining tasks. This data must be assembled into a consistent, integrated 

and comprehensive view, in order to be used for pattern discovery. In this paper, we mainly 

focus on the following: i) Preprocessing of Web usage data from Web log files resulting in a user 

session file. ii) Formatting of the user session file suitable for mining tasks. So, a complete 

preprocessing methodology was proposed which having merging, data c leaning, user/session 

identification and data formatting activities to improve the quality of data by reducing the 

quantity of data has been proposed.  

I INTRODUCTION 

 The Web Mining is the application of Data Mining techniques to automatically discover 

and extract information from the web. Web usage mining is the task of discovering the activities 

of the users while they are browsing and navigating through the Web [1]. The aim of 

understanding the navigation preferences of the visitors is to enhance the qua lity of electronic 

commerce services (e-commerce), to personalize the Web portals or to improve the Web 

structure and Web server performance Web usage mining, from the data mining aspect, is 

applying data mining techniques to discover usage patterns from Web data. 

  The process of Web usage mining also consists of three main steps: (i) pre-processing, 

(ii) pattern discovery and (iii) pattern analysis. The first stage in the web usage mining is 

preprocessing where the raw web logs are preprocessed into a structured form. The aims of the 

preprocessing step in a WUM process are roughly to convert the raw log file into a set of 

transactions and to discharge the non- interesting or noisy requests. The second stage in web 

usage mining is pattern discovery phase, for pattern discovery various methods and algorithms 
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used have been developed from several fields such as statistics, machine learning, and databases.   

Pattern analysis is the last phase in the overall process of Web usage mining. In this phase the 

motivation is to filter out uninteresting rules or patterns found in the previous phase.  

The Web data is stored in Web servers, client machines, and proxy servers or 

organizational databases. The primary data sources used in Web usage mining are the server log 

files which include Web server access logs, referrer logs and agent logs. An additional data 

source that is also essential includes the site files and meta-data, operational databases and 

domain knowledge. In some cases and for some users, additional data may be available in the 

client-side and proxy-server. Referrer logs contain information about the referring pages for each 

page reference. There are various types of Web data such as content data,  structure data and 

usage data. Based on the type of data to be mined for analysis, Web mining can be further 

classified into Web content mining, Web structure mining and Web usage mining. Specifically, 

Web usage mining is the application of data mining techniques to discover usage patterns from 

click stream and associated data stored in one or more Web servers to cater to the needs of Web-

based applications. 

  In this paper, we mainly focus on the following: i) Preprocessing of Web usage data from 

Web log files resulting in a user session file. ii) Formatting of the user session file suitable for 

mining tasks. The main objectives of preprocessing are to reduce the quantity of data being 

analyzed while, at the same time, to enhance its quality. Preprocessing is critical to the success of 

Pattern discovery and Pattern Analysis. The motive of mining is to find users‟ access models 

automatically and quickly from the vast Web log data, such as frequent access paths, frequent 

access page groups and user clustering. The proposed preprocessing methodology perform  

major operations like  merging, data cleaning, user/session identification and data formatting and 

summarization activities to improve the quality of data by reducing the quantity of data present 

in log files.  

II REALTED WORK 

Sandeep Singh Rawat et al.[4], proposed a custom-built apriori algorithm which is based 

on the old Apriori algorithm, to find the effective pattern analysis. Hengshan Wang et al.[6], 

introduced two prevalent data mining algorithms – Fpgrowth and PrefixSpan into WUM. 

Maximum Forward Path (MFP) is also used in the web usage mining model during sequential 

pattern mining along with PrefixSpan so as to reduce the interference of “false visit” caused by 

browser cache and raise the of mining frequent traversal paths. WANG Tong et al.[5], offers an 

improved algorithm based on the original Apriori all algorithm. The new algorithm adds the 

property of the UserID during the every step of producing the candidate set and every step of 
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scanning the database by which to decide whether an item in the candidate set should be put into 

the large set which will be used to produce next candidate set.  

Paola Britos et al.[7] described the capacity of use of Self Organized Maps, kind of 

artificial neural network, in the process of Web Usage Mining to detect user‟s patterns. The 

process details the transformations necessaries to modify the data storage in the Web Servers 

Log files to an input of Self Organized Maps. Ming-Syan et al.[3], proposed a new data mining 

algorithm that involves mining path traversal patterns in a distributed information-providing 

environment where documents or objects are linked together to facilitate interactive access. Their 

solution procedure consists of two steps. First, derive an a lgorithm to convert the original 

sequence of log data into a set of maximal forward references. Second, derive another algorithms 

to determine the frequent traversal patterns i.e., large reference sequences from the maximal 

forward references obtained. 

 Edmond H. Wuet al has presented an efficient multidimensional data model for 

aggregating user access sessions for Web usage analysis. The model focuses on the page, user 

and time attributes to form a multidimensional cube to effectively support different data mining 

applications. Yang. Q. et. al has introduced a data-cube model to contain the original access 

sessions for data mining from Weblogs. 

Mehrdad Jalali et al.[8] presented an approach which is based on the graph partitioning 

for modeling user navigation patterns. In order to mining user navigation patterns, they establish 

an undirected graph based on connectivity between each pair of the web pages and also proposed 

novel formula for assigning weights to edges of the graph. Kobra Etminani et al.[9], applied ant-

based clustering algorithm to pre-processed logs to extract frequent patterns for pattern discovery 

and then it is displayed in an interpretable format.  

N. Sujatha et al.[10], have proposed a new framework to improve the web sessions‟ 

cluster quality from k-means clustering using Genetic Algorithm (GA). Initially a modified k-

means algorithm is used to cluster the user sessions. The refined initial starting condition allows 

the iterative algorithm to converge to a “better” local minimum. And in the second step, they 

have proposed a GA based refinement algorithm to improve the cluster quality.  

III LOG FORMAT 

 A Web server log is an important source for performing Web usage mining since it 

explicitly records the browsing behavior of users to the site. The entries of a Web log file consist 

of fields that follow a predefined format such as Common Log Format (CLF), Extended 

Common Log Format (ECLF). Every entry in the log file in the ELF stores the following fields: 
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• Client IP addresses or host name 

• User Id („-‟, if anonymous), 

• Access time 

• HTTP request method (GET, POST, HEAD) 

• Path of the resource on the Web server  

• Protocol used for transmission 

• Status code 

• Number of bytes transmitted.  

• User agent (browser, operating system type and version) 

• Referrer 

 A CLF file is created by the Web server to keep track of the requests that occur on a Web 

site. ECLF is supported by Apache and Netscape (W3C).  

<ip_address><base_url><date><method><file> 

<protocol><code><bytes> 

Common log Format 

<ip_address><base_url><date><method><file> 

<protocol><code><bytes><referrer> 

Extended common log format 

 At the beginning of the data preprocessing, the requests from all log files in Log, put 

together into a joint log file LOG FILE with the Web server name to distinguish between 

requests made to different Web servers and taking into account the synchronization of Web 

server clocks, including time zone differences.  

IV PREPROCESSING 

 Web log data is usually diverse and voluminous. This data must be assembled into a 

consistent, integrated and comprehensive view, in order to be used for pattern discovery. As in 

most data mining, data preprocessing involves removing noise, transforming and resolving any 

inconsistencies. Without properly cleaning, transforming and structuring the data prior to the 

analysis one cannot expect to find the meaningful patterns. Web servers are surely the richest and 

most common source of data. They can collect large amount of data from the Web site‟s. The 

data is stored in the Web access log files. Preprocessing consists of the following steps: 
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• Data Fusion 

• Data cleaning 

• User identification 

• Session identification 

• Formatting 

The preprocessing phase results in the creation of a suitable user session file suitable for 

input into specific data mining operations.  

(1) Data Fusion: 

In extensive Web sites, data is stored in various Web logs such as access log, referrer log and 

agent logs. Data fusion refers to the use of techniques that combine data from multiple sources to 

retrieve additional information with respect to identification of users and sessions, than if they 

are retrieved from a single data source. 

(2) Data Cleaning: 

This is first step in data preprocessing consists of removing useless requests from the log 

files. Since all the log entries are not valid, we need to eliminate the irrelevant entries. Usually, 

this process removes requests concerning non-analyzed resources such as images, multimedia 

files, and page style files. For example, requests for graphical page content (*.jpg & *.gif 

images) and requests for any other file which might be included into a web page or even 

navigation sessions. By filtering out useless data, we can reduce the log file size to use less 

storage space and to facilitate upcoming tasks.  

 The data cleaning module has been developed to remove the following requests:  

(i) Requests with access method different from “GET”. Generally, requests containing a value 

different from “GET” in the field of the access method do not refer to explicit requests of users 

but they often concern with CGI accesses, properties of the Server etc.  

(ii) Failed and corrupted requests. These requests are represented by records containing a HTTP 

error code. A status with value of 200 represents a succeeded request. A status with value 

different from 200 represents a failed request.  

(iii) Requests for multimedia objects. Due to the model underlying the HTTP protocol, a separate 

access request is executed for every file, image, multimedia object embedded in the requested 

Web page. 
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(3) User Identification 

In most cases, the log file provides only the computer address (name or IP) and the user 

agent (for the ECLF log files). For Web sites requiring user registration, the log file also contains 

the user login (as the third record in a log entry) that can be used for the user identification. 

When the user login is not available, each IP is considered as a user, although it is a fact that an 

IP address can be used by several users. For Knowledge Discovery from Web Usage Data  

(KDWUD), to get knowledge about each user‟s identity is not necessary. However, a mechanism 

to distinguish different users is still required for analyzing user access behavior.  

 Though Web usage analysis does not require the identity of the users, it is essential to  

differentiate among users. This step requires the identification of unique users. User 

identification deals with associating page references with different users. As already mentioned, 

local caching and proxy servers pose some of the problems for obtaining reliable usage data. To 

reduce network traffic and improve performance, the pages that are requested are cached by most 

Web browsers. 

Hence, when the user navigates backwards by using the “back” button, the repeat page 

access is not recorded in Web server log. Proxy servers provide an intermediary solution but the 

difficulty of user identification still persists. All requests coming from a proxy server have the 

same identifier even though the requests are put forth by multiple users.  

Two solutions for this problem are user registration data and use of cookies. One method 

to identify users is by means of the user id field in the server log files. The user registration data 

helps in capturing additional demographic information in addition to the data which is 

automatically collected in the server log. However, due to privacy reasons,  many users prefer not 

to browse sites that require registration and logins. Sometimes user registration data is not 

compulsory and users may often provide incorrect information. Hence, user identification 

becomes a complex task unless an exact user id is provided. In the absence of authentication 

mechanisms, the most well-known approach is the use of cookies. However, not all sites utilize 

cookies and due to privacy concerns, client-side cookies are sometimes disabled or deleted by 

users. 

In the absence of meaningful information in the user id field, various heuristics are 

employed using the other data available in the server log files such as the IP address, User agent 

and Referrer for user identification. 

User Agent: User agent plays an important role in user identification. It refers to the browser 

used by the client. A change in the browser or the operating system under the same IP address 

represents a different user heuristically. 
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Referring URL: IP addresses, alone, are generally not sufficient for user identification. This is 

due to the fact that proxy servers may assign the same IP address to multiple users or the same 

user may be assigned multiple IP addresses by the proxy server. Another heuristic for user 

identification is to make use of the access log, referrer log and site topology to determine the 

navigation paths for each user.  

(4) Session Identification 

A user session is a directed list of page accesses performed by an individual user during a 

visit in a Web site. i.e., the group of activities performed by a user from the moment he/she 

entered the site to the moment he/she left it. A user may have a single (or multiple) session(s) 

during a period of time. Thus the session identification problem is formulated as “Given the Web 

log file Log, capture the Web users‟ navigation trends, typically expressed in the form of Web 

users‟ sessions”. 

Browsing time for a particular page BT is determined by finding the differences be tween 

the time fields of two consecutive entries of a same user. The proposed algorithm for session 

construction is as follows:  

1: Calculate the browsing time of a web page by a user by finding the difference between two 

consecutive entries and subtract the time taken value  

2: Compare the browsing time with minimum and maximum time of each web page  

3: If the browsing time is less than minimum time fix the weight as „0‟ else if it is between 

minimum and maximum, then weight is fixed as „1‟ , if the weight exceeds maximum fix as 10 

and if referrer URL is null weight is fixed as 100.  

4: If the same page is visited by the user again in users set increment the corresponding entry.  

5: Weights are stored in the matrix in the corresponding cells. The value aij represents a weight 

based on users browsing time in page j. until last row in users set.  

(5) Data Formatting  

However, the resultant file may not be in a suitable format to be used for any mining tasks.  

Hence, the data should be appropriately formatted according to the type of mining tasks 

undertaken. Information which is viewed irrelevant or unnecessary for the analysis may not be 

included in the resultant session file.  
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IV PATTERN DISCOVERY 

In pattern discovery phase methods and algorithms used have been developed from 

several fields such as statistics, machine learning, and databases. This phase of Web usage 

mining has three main operations of interest: association (i.e. which pages tend to be accessed 

together), clustering (i.e. finding groups of users, transactions, pages, etc.), and sequential 

analysis (the order in which web pages tend to be accessed).  

V PATTERN ANALYSIS 

Pattern analysis is the last phase in the overall process of Web usage mining. In this 

phase the motivation is to filter out uninteresting rules or patterns found in the previous phase. 

Uninteresting rules are ruled out and analysis is done using knowledge query mechanism such as 

SQL or data cubes to perform OLAP operations Challenges of Pattern Analysis is to filter 

uninteresting information and to visualize and interpret the interesting patterns to the user. First 

delete the less significance rules or models from the interested model storehouse; Next use 

technology of OLAP and so on to carry on the comprehensive mining and analysis; Once more, 

let discovered data or knowledge be visible; Finally, provide the characteristic service to the 

electronic commerce website.  

VI CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we mainly focus on the following: i) Preprocessing of Web usage data from 

Web log files resulting in a user session file. ii) Formatting of the user session file suitable for 

mining tasks. The main objectives of preprocessing are to reduce the quantity of data being 

analyzed while, at the same time, to enhance its quality. Preprocessing is critical to the success of 

Pattern discovery and Pattern Analysis. The motive of mining is to find users‟ access models 

automatically and quickly from the vast Web log data, such as frequent access paths, frequent 

access page groups and user clustering. The proposed preprocessing methodology perform  

major operations like  merging, data cleaning, user/session identification and data formatting and 

summarization activities to improve the quality of data by reducing the quantity of data present 

in log files.  
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